Students Receive Scholarships

Julia

Lauren

Whitney

The YCMGA gave out 7 scholarships this year to high school seniors who are planning to go to college to
major in a horticulture-related field. These 3 women came to one of our meetings specifically to thank
the Master Gardeners for the scholarships.
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Roses in bloom at YCMGA rose demonstration
garden, Yamhill County fairgrounds.

Julia will be going to OSU, majoring in viticulture. Lauren, from Amity High, will be going to BYU and
majoring in horticulture, and Whitney is planning on going to Whitman College and majoring in
environmental studies. We were all very impressed with their professionalism, and their graciousness in coming to our meeting to thank us. We wish them well, and hope to hear of their
successes in the future.
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2016 Garden Status Report
Welcome to summer, a time to harvest, a time to
plant and a time to enjoy the garden. Sorry about
no new photos this week, but my real job is keeping me busy at the nursery.

McMinnville Garden Club Tour. This provided us
with additional opportunities for displaying the garden and explaining how easy it is to garden in
these raised beds.

We, at the garden, are enjoying a short break from
working on major projects. Eliminating the weeds
and cleaning up areas that have been neglected
are now the focus of our efforts.

Weekly, Linda Mason is harvesting surplus produce
to donate to YCAP Food Bank. Cabbage harvest will
begin very soon. We are also putting cedar wood
chips down on our main aisles that will make them
safer and much more attractive.

On June 6th, 7th, and 8th, we hosted 6th, 7th and
8th grade students from Duniway Middle School so
they could learn about volunteer work, enjoy the
garden and get out of school. They destroyed
thousands of weeds, learned how to plant tomatoes and enjoyed the experience.
On June 11th, we hosted attendees at the Zero
Waste outing.
On June 20th, we hosted Heather Stoven and about
a dozen attendees as Heather searched the garden
for pests. Heather found several examples, explained what they did and how to dispatch them in
a safe manner.
On June 26th, we hosted an Open House and the

Rita, Pat, and Susanne researching
at a clinic at McMinnville Wilco in June.

Our next major project is to build a ground level
deck for the Stock Watering tanks that are to be
used as accessible beds. These should be ready by
August 1.

Alan Wenner

The refurbished Demonstration Garden
at the Yamhill County Fairgrounds

Want to help support your FFA?? See page 7.
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Propagation & Greenhouse 9-12 at County Fairgrounds

6

Newberg Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:30 until 6:00, dow ntow n New berg

7

McMinnville Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:00 until 6:00, dow ntow n M ac.

12

Greenhouse Crew, at the greenhouse, fairgrounds, 9-12

13

YCMGA Board Meeting, 10 a.m. to noon, P W Auditorium

Newberg Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:30 until 6:00, dow ntow n New berg

14

McMinnville Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:00 until 6:00, dow ntow n M ac.

15

“Dayton Friday Nights”, downtown Dayton 5:00 to 8:30

19

Propagation & Greenhouse 9-12 at County Fairgrounds

20

Newberg Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:30 until 6:00, dow ntow n New berg
Leslie Blanding of Red Ridge Farms, 10:00 to noon, Demo. Garden at
fairgrounds re: annuals and perennials. $5.00 fee, limit 20 people,

August 2016

must register ahead of time at Extension Office. Cash only at the event.

21

McMinnville Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:00 until 6:00, dow ntow n M ac.

26

Greenhouse Crew, at the greenhouse, fairgrounds, 9-12

27

Newberg Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:30 until 6:00, dow ntow n New berg

28

McMinnville Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:00 until 6:00, dow ntow n M ac.

3

Newberg Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:30 until 6:00, dow ntow n New berg

4

McMinnville Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:00 until 6:00, dow ntow n M ac.

10
19

YCMGA Board Meeting, 10 a.m. to noon, P W auditorium
“Dayton Friday Nights”, downtown Dayton 5:00 to 8:30 (the last of our
clinics at “Friday Nights”, though event goes through August).

Remember Mini-College August 4, 5, 6.

Every Tuesday Propagation Crew, greenhouse 9 to noon.
Every 1st & 3rd Thursday, Insect Committee, M .G. office, 10:00 a.m. to noon
Every Thursday, McMinnville Farmers’ Market Clinic, 1:00to 6:00, dow ntow n
Every Wednesday, Newberg Farmers’ Market, 1:00 to 6:00 p.m.
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Japanese Garden Tour
The attendees at the Education/Social Hour on
June 16 were transported to Japan thanks to Sue
and Gene Nesbitt.
From November 7th to 18th 2015 the Nesbitts were
part of a National Geographic cultural tour to Japan . This included visiting a number of gardens,
large and small, public and private.
We learned about the elements of Japanese Gardens: stone, water, islands & bridges, vegetation,
paths and lanterns. In every public or private garden they visited, these elements were always included. Many of the gardens are designed to be
viewed from a certain setting; they are not to be
viewed around the perimeter. For example, you
view the garden only from a tea house.

A Japanese garden uses only natural materials in
it’s design (such as bamboo and stone). During the
design process, all objects placed in the garden are
aged so their appearance blends into the surroundings. Also, surprises are included so you must turn
a corner to see another facet of the garden.
Entering a Japanese garden you must allot time to
quietly sit and look in order to see all. As with all
art, the initial view is captivating, but taking the
time to look in depth at each individual component
is the only way to really “see” it.
Thank you, Sue and Gene, for sharing.

Nancy Woodworth

Donn Callaham,“Grapevine”Editor

Please remember the 22nd of every month is
the “Grapevine” deadline

GRAPEVINE DEADLINE

The dry gardens are just that, with no vegetation.
This style of raked small stones (almost gravel)
and large rocks is the oldest style of garden in Japanese history. The rough stone or sand that is

raked represents the river, so the sand flows
around and behind large stones as a true river
does.

A typically hard-scaped garden in Japan
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“Grow A Little Fruit Tree”
Grow a Little Fruit Tree by Ann Ralph,
Storey Publishing, 2014
There is nothing sweeter than plucking fresh fruit
off the vine, tree or bush. Growing fruit in a small
space can be challenging and rewarding.

This latest addition to the MG Library is relevant
because not all of us have orchards or have multiple opportunities for growing big trees. Ann Ralph
tells us timed pruning in a backyard situation keeps
fruit trees short
An “Everything you and takes up
less garden
wanted to know but space. Why is
were afraid to ask” this effecbook on small fruit tive? They are
easier to care
trees.
for; you can
grow more trees
in that space; and foremost, smaller trees that
were pruned properly are sturdier and healthier
than larger ones.
This is one of those "everything you wanted to
know, but were afraid to ask" books. At first it
seems like it's all about clipping back the
"suckers." But wait! There's more! Topics covered are: pollination (sex); grafting (interbreeding)
and espalier ('plant bondage). There are much
better sources out there about grafting and espalier, however these two principles rate whole chapters in this book. This book is actually more about
than keeping fruit trees small and manageable. It's about caring for and maintaining a good
harvest of fruit. Chapter 4 discusses choosing varieties (p.62). She talks about using varieties the
commercial orchardist shies away from. Finicky
fruit can be easier to manage in the home garden. Heirlooms and hybrids are discussed on p.67
Another topic covered is the juxtaposition of pomes
vs. stones. This is where a little bit of botany
comes in, and "inferior" blossoms and "superior"
blossoms are compared. This identification will
help you decide what process you will need to use
in individual situations. Heat and chill factors all
come in. Pollination rates are another. However,
most fruit trees you buy nowadays are selfpollinating or self-fruitful. Exceptions include varieties of plums, peaches and apricots.

As in any gardening situation, common denominators persist. Healthy soil conditions, good siting
and watering practices provide a good
base. However, pests and diseases can seep
in. The author only mentions a few pests: aphids;
wooly apple aphids; and scale. There are so many
other pests and diseases, you will want to look for
other resources for identifying and dealing with
them.
The concluding chapters of this book deal with
"Ripe Fruit." From Apples to Pomegranates, we get
hints on when is the best time for harvesting. Page148 tells us to harvest Asian Pears as you
would apples. Kept in proper storage, they last a
lot longer than the Anjou pears. (Forget about
wrapping them in newspaper.) The appendix of
this book lists the "Advantages and Disadvantages
of Commonly Used Available Rootstocks" (p.161). So if you are contemplating adding some small-scale fruit trees to your yard, you
can check out their lists. It should be highlighted
"Match the rootstalk to your backyard conditions
first." And always consider the root system. Small
fruit trees don't necessarily have small root systems.
This book is one of many in the Fruits, Nuts and
Berries section in the Library. This should be a
good reminder of all the great resources we have in
the MG Library. And don't forget the Library's
MANTRA: We are a Reference Library, NOT a
Lending Library!!
The next Library Meeting will be held Monday, July
18th, at 10 AM in the Library.

Beth Durr
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On the Wonders of Mulch
(Condensed version)

G

rabbing a shovel, rolling out the wheelbarrow and digging into a mile-high
pile of mulch can put gardeners into avoidance mode, but the effort pays off with less
labor for the rest of the season.
Weed seeds struggle to push through mulch,
which means fewer of them germinate. During
warm weather, soil under cover of mulch
stays cooler and retains moisture longer than
uncovered ground, which reduces the need for
watering. In winter, the same covering helps
prevent frost damage.

Add to its other benefits that mulch aids in
erosion control, reduces compaction from rain
and foot traffic and releases nutrients. Not all
mulches are created equal when it comes to
the amount of nutrients available or how
quickly they break down. Compost is the
quickest mulch to decompose and one of the
most nutrient-rich.
No matter the type of mulch, put down 5 to
10 layers of newspaper before spreading the
mulch. The newspaper lasts longer than you
may think—up to seven years. Landscape fabric or plastic would do the same, but aren’t
free, and can interfere with water flow.
When applying mulch, how much depends on
which type you’re using. Spread finer-textured
products such as yard debris compost or mint
compost 1 to 1½ inches deep. Coarser wood
products such as bark dust, wood chips and
arborist waste can be as deep as 3 inches.
Keep any material at least 2 inches away from
the base of trees, shrubs and woody perennials.
To help you choose a mulch, some pros and
cons.
Bark dust
Pro: Cheap. Easily available. Comes in several
colors. Good weed control.

Con: Ties up nitrogen in the soil so not
good for plants that aren’t established.
Wood chips
Pro: Easily available. Last a long
time.
Good weed control.
Con: Ties up nitrogen in the soil so not
good for new plants.
Bark nuggets
Pro: Attractive appearance and easily
available. Lasts a long time. Good weed control.
Con: Expensive. Ties up nitrogen in the
soil so not good for plants that aren’t established.
Yard waste compost
Pro: Good source of nutrients. Locally
produced.
Con: Can promote w eed grow th. Doesn ’t
last long so must be refreshed each year.
Tree leaves
Pro: Free and easily available. Good
source of nutrients.
Con: Not easy to spread to a consistent
thickness. Must be mowed or turned to get it
to break down in a season.
Arborist mulch (wood chips)
Pro: Cheap and easily available.
Con: Not consistent in size or appearance. Low in nutrients.
Sawdust
Pro: Good for vegetable paths. Holds
down weeds well.
Con: Repels moisture because it’s so fine.
Fresh sawdust shouldn’t be used on bedding
plants.
Hazelnut shells:
Pro. Nice appearance and sound w hen
walked on. Durable.
Con: Hard to w alk on barefoot. Not good
for slopes. Expensive because most often
found in bags rather than bulk. Only seasonally available.
For more information about mulches, refer to
the Extension publication Mulching Woody
Ornamentals with Organic Materials.
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McMinnville High School
615 NE 15th St., McMinnville, Oregon 97128
503.565.4200 (main line) 503.565.4106 (fax)
www.msd.k12.or.us/schools/McMinnville High School
June 15, 2016
Dear McMinnville High School Community Supporter:
McMinnville High School Horticulture students recently competed and won first place in the
State FFA Nursery competition. They will represent the state of Oregon at the National FFA
Nursery contest held in Indianapolis, Indiana in October. Areas that they must show
knowledge are: plant identification, general knowledge test, pest and plant disorder identification, mathematical problem solving, landscape design and plant production, sales, cultural
practices, tool and equipment identification, marketing, team activity, job interview and interpersonal relations. Since we live in the heart of the nursery industry, we want to represent Oregon well. We are in the process of raising funds for the students and FFA advisor to attend the
contest held at the National FFA Convention and hope that you might be able to assist us.
In addition to weekly contest preparation, we are trying to accumulate $10,000 toward the cost
of airfare, hotel and ground transportation and must do so quickly in order to make the necessary reservations. We are a hard-working group and have held our annual FFA plant sale but
know that much of our raised funds are committed to complete our chapter’s annual program
of activities. We are soliciting donations from area organizations and individuals and hope that
you might be able to assist us. We would also entertain proposals for donations in exchange for work, but must target our energy toward proposals that maximize the use of
our time.
We hope that you will consider making a donation to the McMinnville FFA Nationals Contest
team that will assist these students in furthering their horticultural skills. Donations large or
small when grouped together create the means to realizing these students participation. Please
contact Kerry Naylor if you have any questions or viable fundraising opportunities.
Sincerely,

Kerry Naylor
503.565.4392
971.533.5637
Email: Knaylor@msd.k12.or.us

McMinnville FFA is looking for financial help...
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L

ong ago and far away!” . . .wait, I digress! We are involved in a war here
and now! An invading army is among
us! It is attacking our plants, our shrubs, our
very existence as Master Gardeners! Our invaders come in many forms, mostly at night,
as an army that can wipe out our garden in a
single swoop! We retaliate with poisons and
traps, but the invaders persist!

The muscular, undulating, slime producing
foot of gastropods allows them to glide easily
over the ground--even over the sharp edges
of razor blades--without damaging their soft
skin. You might think of this as a “bulletproof” vest. They also have periscopes to
view us, retractable eyes on long upright
In order to deal effectively with our enemies,
stalks. The armored division—snails--have
we need to know more about them—a dossistrong, almost impenetrable shells that proer, so to speak. The enemies I refer to are the tect them as they foray over the countryside.
slugs and snails, both known as prime devas- All have “aqualungs,” (internal gills) that astators of our gardens. As everyone knows, an sist in crossing rivers, streams, and wet areas.
The invasive hoard reproduces quickly. Both
mail and female organs are found in every
soldier gastropod. Mutual impregnation assures that each is capable of producing hundreds of hungry offspring! No wonder it is so
difficult to win the war!
How do we counterattack the invasive hoard?
We do have a few tactics that are effective. A
person I knew, I think his name was “Luke
Slugwalker,” uses a pair of “slug boots,” rubber boots used to stomp on the insidious
creatures. Other methods are not as direct!

army moves on its stomach--quite literally
with slugs and snails, which are classified
as Gastropods, m eaning “stomach foot.”

Since we know that rogue slug and snail warriors are insatiable drinkers, we can set up
“slug bars,” containers full of beer, that attract reveling gastropods and allow them to
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“Slime Wars” continued...
drink ‘til they drown. We can also set up electrical barriers that consist of 3-inch copper strips
set into the soil to keep them from entering our beloved gardens. Slugs touching the strips get
an electric shock to turn them back. Chemical weapons can be used, but many of them are
toxic to us or our pets. One that is not, is a product called “Sluggo,” (not related to the Popeye
movies!). It is safe around pets and humans.
Other methods of control and more information about slugs can be found in the publication Field Guide to the Slug in the General Pest Control section of our MG book collection.
As we continue our quest for the perfect garden, remember the words of Obiwan Kenobe,
“May the force (to battle slugs) be with you!” Good luck with your gardening this year.

Change for Propagation Group
The schedule for Propagation Group work sessions has changed. We are running 4 to
5 weeks late beginning our work sessions while awaiting arrival of special parts for
completion of work being done in the rear of Grow Alley. The new structure to support shade cloth (and double the size of Grow Alley).
We hope to begin Tuesday, July 5th and Wednesday the 20th at 9:00 a.m.
Once we get started, we’ll be playing catch-up for the remaining summer
weeks.

Patti Gregory

Education Committee News
Fewer events for the summer, as most of us have gardens, vacation plans or visitors coming
during the summer!! We will not be participating in Turkey Rama this year; BUT…
There will be a walk & talk in the Demo Garden at the Fairgrounds. Leslie Blanding of Red
Ridge Farms, will be talking about Annuals & Perennials on July 20th, at 10am - Noon. $5
fee, only 20 places available, register with Jade in the office. That's it for
July!
August brings Mini College (4th through the 7th) and the annual BBQ.
Demo Garden t a l k in October will be about greenhouse & garden winter
preparation projects (date TBD).
Have a great summer!

Ruth Estrada
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TEASEL
Dipsacus fullonum

T

easel is a biennial plant that is
very distinct-looking. The firstyear plant is only a flat rosette of leaves. The
second year it can grow to almost 8 feet and
has a unique flower head. This plant was originally brought to North America from Europe to
be used for carding wool. A single flowerhead
can on average produce around 850 seeds and
plants typically produce 1-40 flowerheads.
Seeds can be dispersed by floating on water, in
mud, soil movement, human activities and by
animals and birds. (who enjoy eating them).
It is self-fertile and noted for attracting wildlife.
Teasel dries easily and is now used as a decoration, often spray-painted silver or gold.
Distinguishing Features: Teasel (in its second
year) is unique in the way in which it blooms.
Flowers first form in a ring around the middle of
the head. The ring of flowers grow in width over
a few days, but since the flowers are relatively
short-lived, the center of the blooming section
may die off leaving two rings, one growing towards the top and one towards the bottom. Several long, leaf-like bracts branch out from the
base of the flower and curve upward around the
head. Teasel has a thick taproot and fibrous secondary roots.
Flowers: Flowers heads are egg-shaped in outline but cut off squarely at the base. The entire
flower head
(peduncle)
measures
anywhere
between 50
and 100
centimetres
in height and
consists of tiny individual flowers that measure
10 to 15 mm long. Teasel flowers are lilac and
appear between late June and September.

“850 seeds per
flower; up to 40
flowers per plant”

Leaves: The first year of this plant has shiny,
green, rosette leaves with scalloped edges.
Second year leaves on the flowering stem are

similar to
rosette
leaves
except
they
are
smaller, are
opposite
with
two
Teasel rosettes (first year)
leaves
per
node,
and have short spines on the underside of the
midrib. The leaves are fused around the stem
forming a saucer-like shape that holds rainwater.
Height: Teasel does not grow in height until the
second year. Flowering stems are erect and
branching near the upper portion of the plant.
Stems are angled and have many small prickles
that are turned downward. Teasel grows up to 8
feet tall in its second year. Even when dead the
plants remain erect for at least a year, with viable seeds still in the flower heads. Though a
beautiful plant and a food source for wildlife, if
left alone it will cover fields in several years,
shading out desirable plants.
Habitat: Common teasel prefers sunny locations
and occurs throughout many parts of the world
where it is found in pastures, abandoned fields,
roadsides, and waste areas. Teasel prefers damp,
coarse and fertile soils, but when established will
grow in almost all conditions. (It is native to Africa, which tells a lot about the plant).
Edible parts: Young leaves are edible, and can
be consumed raw, cooked or added to a smoothie. The root can be used in a tea or for making
vinegar or tinctures. The root has many health
benefits as it contains inulin (an ingredient in
bread for diabetics) and a scabicide (kills mites).

Mechanical Control: Rosettes can be
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(continued)
dug up,
though it is
important to
remove as
much of the
root as possible to prevent resprouting.
Flowering
stalks can be
Teasel leaf, mature
cut from
plants where flowering has already started.
If you cut the stems before flowers mature,
though, new flower heads will quickly form,
even on a cut-off stem. Stalks and flower
heads must be removed from the area.
Cultural Control: Maintenance of healthy
plant communities will help prevent reinfestation, but chemical controls will have to
be used to bring the plants under control.
After the control of infestations, seed and
plant areas with competitive grasses, forbs
and other desirable plant species and spotspray the teasel rosettes annually (during
the summer) for 4 or more years.

Biological Control:
There
are currently no
biological
control
agents
available
for common teasel.

Herbicide Control: Fortunately, a number of options are listed in the PNW Weed
Management Handbook .
www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/plants/
teasel.shtmlhttp://www.kingcounty.gov/
environment/animals-and-plants/noxiousweeds/weed-identification/commonteasel.aspx
Donn Callaham, Master Gardener
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(Top left-to-right)
Sylvia refinishing Demo. Garden fence.
Tim and Donn replacing front of greenhouse with new panels. Note improvement
front old yellow fiber glass, to new panels
(both types on ground).
Sharon, Chief, Doris, and Gail pose in front
of new greenhouse front wall.

Crew finishing
complete makeover
of Demonstration
Garden at Yamhill
County Fairgrounds.
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Pesky Profiles

R

By Heather Stoven

Newwly-finished perennial bed at Demonstration Garden (fairgrounds)

ecently an interesting inquiry came into the
desk at the Extension office. The sample
was a defoliated yellow-flowering weed with numerous shiny beetles from a local yard. At this point it
was difficult to tell what the weed was since all the
leaves were eaten by the beetle. However, due to
some good MG sleuthing we were able to deduct
that the weed was Klamath weed or St. John’s wort
(Hypericum perforatum). This is an introduced
weed from Europe that arrived in the west around
the year 1900. It can be a problem especially in

Imported Leaf Beetles doing what they do best:
consuming St. John’s Wort foliage

Heather’s
Highlights

E

pastures since it can
cause light sensitivity in animals when
eaten. It is also seen in other non-crop areas. In the
1940’s two leaf beetles were released as biocontrol
agents, both Chrysolina species. The insects, especially Chrysolina hyperici have been very successful
in reducing the population of this invasive weed and
has been reported to have saved the agriculture
industry millions. Even though we do see this weed
occasionally in the area, it is nice to know a friendly
insect is actively helping to keep it at bay.

ven though summer has just begun, I am
starting to work on plans for the graduation
and awards ceremony that will occur this late fall/
early winter. So, I thought I would take this opportunity to encourage everyone to plan ahead by

thinking about recertification and graduation now.
Inevitably each year I get contacted about midOctober by a few who are in need of some continuing education or desk hours. Right now is the time
to take advantage of all the opportunities, as there
are a lot of exciting things happening. We have
had a number of interesting insects and problems
find their way to us from the general public, and
the desk volunteers have had fun problem solving
and learning new things. In terms of education,
Mini College will be August 4th-6th, and we also
have a class upcoming on July 20th at the fairgrounds about using annual and perennial flowers
in garden design. We have had a lot of good opportunities this summer that many of you as well
as the general public has enjoyed. Feel free to provide some feedback to myself or the education
committee about other ideas or thoughts
regarding educational programming. Enjoy your summer!
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Yamhill County Master Gardeners Association
Executive Board Minutes for June 08, 2016
CONDENSED “GRAPEVINE EDITION

Meeting was called to order by Pat Fritz at 10:02 a.m. on above date.
First Item w as approval of secretary’s minutes from last month. Tom made the motion for approval, and Rita seconded it. Thus it was done.
Introduction of scholarship recipients: Sue Nesbitt introduced 3 w omen receiving scholarships from YCMGA. They will be entering college as an ag. Major; a major in viticulture; and a major in
environmental studies. See Grapevine for photos and details
Treasurer’s report: Carol park reported the new computer for the use of the treasurer and
the new Quickbook software have both been purchased. True to the spirit of software, hours were
spent trying to gain access to the software, as Anna’s name was the only name authorized on the license. There are still issues to resolve re: the program, but it is at least working. May’s profit and loss
statement and the balance sheet for April have been produced, printed, given to the secretary, and
handed out at the meeting. Total spent for these items was $809.00.
President-elect’s Plea: The president-elect is passionate in her desire to have a president-elect for
the remainder of this year, now that she is President. The President-elect is needed to work on the education committee, as two of the key members of that committee can no longer be on it.
OSU staff report: Heather reiterated that more old Y CM GA members are needed at the office
help desk. (Trainees really need to have a certified member present as a guide). People are now to
send their email requests to Jade rather than Kelli.
Demonstration Garden: M ary M urphy reported that it is coming along very w ell. There are
problems with the water pressure in the drip system, requiring replacement of a bank of valves. Doris
and Sue would like to have one person to help them, and they will need one more work party to finish
the garden. Next year more plants will be installed, and mulch added.

Education/Outreach: P at reported on this one, as the other representatives w ere not present. The demo. Garden event scheduled on July 20 has a conflict regarding the speaker, so we need
to check updates on this. Perhaps there should be a backup person if the original speaker cannot attend. The booth for “Dayton Friday Nights” needs one more helper. Ruth is no longer available to
work on the education committee, due to her new job. We will have only one more social meeting this
spring, and then no more until fall. Gene suggested we need to intensify marketing of educational
events, since that should be our primary focus. We need to decide when there should be a “maximum
allowed” number of attendees, who has priority, and whether or not it should be “First come, first in.”
We will watch how this goes this year, and decide on policy next year. We also should have a “Friends
of Master Gardeners” list of people who want to attend events, but are not interested in becoming Master Gardeners. They would be on an email list (from which they could unsubscribe if they tired of us).
Community Garden: Because Linda w as not present to report the Garden w as almost passed
by, until Alan Wenner reminded us that he was present. He reported that Linda is working now with
Duniway Middle School students; leftover plants have been given to various nonprofits; 8 raised beds
are reserved for YCAP; there is much less work now due to the irrigation system; and everything is in
good shape except for Tom and Rita’s raised bed. Open enrollment is now happening for the children’s
garden, and the McMinnville Garden Club tour will be on June 26 th.
McMinnville Farmers Market is in progress now . Electronic signup is w orking very w ell, but
the chairs for MGs to sit in have got to be replaced. People manning the booth need to bring their own
chairs unless they want to stand for their entire shift. Using electronic signup for all events is planned,
but Tom stressed that for an opening or event to be on the list, someone has to tell Tom about it!
(Ditto for the Grapevine: no communication equals no listing).
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OMGA representatives: Apryl reported that questions regarding the budget had gone to the
president, and that the three budget choices were discussed at the end of the day. The OMGA board
chose option #3 (as did we), and details and proposals will be detailed at the July YCMGA board meeting. Changes to mini-college will be: lunch will be a buffet this year, and there will be Starbucks present. The banquet will be open to friends and family. Online courses were discussed. The International Master Gardeners convention will be in Portland, OR. In 2017, held from July 10 th to July 14th. To give
an idea of the size of the event, between 30 and 40 registrars will be needed just to check in the attendees. Chairpeople will also be needed, and Apryl recommended that our chapter enter the display
contest, the theme of which is “Bicycles and Roses.” Members agreed that we would enter the contest.
Plant sale liability was discussed again, and this time the OMGA board promised that a solution would be
provided, probably by January. A copy of the full notes of the OMGA meeting is available (on request) in
the secretary’s notebook.
Photography: N ancy has been attending as many functions as possible. Some of the photos
are used in the Grapevine, and all of them are posted on the website as soon as she takes them. It’s
going well, but there is one problem: people disappear as soon as they see Nancy with her camera.
There are some people whose faces she has never been able to see through a lens.
Publicity: Tom has now taken over for Alan, w ho is pouring his energy into the Community
Garden. Tom has put listings for 2 events in the News-Register. Listings are permitted once per month:
buying ads is somewhat expensive. Michael is very eager to make a Twitter account for YCMGA, so Rita
set one up with his help. The idea is to reach people younger (than us).
Scholarships: All the 7 scholarships have been aw arded. Sue mentioned that the applications
were all heartening and fun to read.
Spring into Gardening 2017: Gene is organizing now , w orking on signing up sponsors and increasing promotional efforts. Speakers need to be identified and locked in by January first, so that publicity may begin. September is the time to begin seeking speakers: 2 people are needed to round them
up. A co-chair is desired, and a meeting will be held June 16th.
Seeds to Supper: W illamina is likely to begin the program this fall (as yet not confirmed) and
McMinnville Head Start would like to also. Linfield is also considering the possibility of running a group,
and Dayton is a question mark. The focus now is how to contact and enlist qualified and interested families to join the program. Gene is looking for ideas how to find/reach families.
OMGA Mini-college: Silent auction donations are still being sought. Only a few more are
needed to meet the minimum requirement, but we can certainly exceed that minimum. Value needs to
be $25. or more. Baskets and books, by the way, have pretty much saturated the market: different
items are needed, and they need not be garden-related
Status of Audit 2015 cover letter: At this time there is no cover letter, so Tonia and Sharon D.
will sign one and email it to members.
Plant Sale Apprentice Search: No bites on this one yet, so Linda w ill put a job description and
ad for the position in the Grapevine.
Diamond Pioneer Award: Last year Gene w as nominated for this aw ard, but he later realized
that it is not something for Master Gardeners. The recipient must be over 75 years old, and it is only for
very major contributions to Oregon agriculture. Major, as in spending 35 years as an ag. Extension
agent, or being responsible for life-changing crop improvements.
Demonstration Garden Signage: Using the information gathered by a signage committee
many long months ago, the decision was made to have Donn order the sign-making equipment and the
sign holders
The end came at 11:44 a.m. w hen P at adjourned the meeting, and Linda seconded the action.

In attendance: (Bold = Board member)
Carol Parks
Linda Coakley
Rita Canales
Tonia Biebe

Tom Canales
Anna Ashby
Gene Nesbitt
Alan Wenner

Stephanie Janik
Donn Callaham
Heather Stoven
Nancy Woodworth

Donn Callaham, Secretary

Pat Fritz
Gail Price
Jade Wilson
Mary Murphy
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Apryl Garmon
Diane Lockwood
Sue Nesbitt
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